We investigate a known optimal lifetime solution for a linear wireless sensor network through simulation, and propose alternative solutions where a known optimal solution does not exist. The network is heterogeneous in the sensors' energy distribution and also in the amount of data each sensor must communicate. As a basis for comparison, we analyze the lifetime of a network using a simple, nearest-neighbor routing algorithm, and an analytic solution to the optimal lifetime of networks meeting certain constraints. Alternative solutions considered range from those requiring global knowledge of the network to solutions using only next-neighbor knowledge. We compare the performance of all the routing algorithms in simulation.
Introduction
It has been recently shown by a number of researchers that nearest neighbor (NN) routing approaches the theoretical optimal routing policy under certain conditions. These optimal policies consist of nearest neighbor logic for some nodes, while other nodes adopt a combination of long and short hops. We have prototyped a routing algorithm (GlobalNode), using global network information, that identifies and leverages hops between nodes with excess energy, or more energy than required to fulfill nearest neighbor routing.
Performance is measured by the number of times a network can communicate a nonuniform distribution of bits to an infinite-energy collector station. This measure of functional lifetime reflects the number of events that may be detected in an often quiet, sometimes bursty, environment before the network energy is depleted. The results presented are for both heterogeneous and homogeneous energy distributions across the network field.
The performance of the prototyped routing algorithm has been analyzed under four scenarios. When the energy and bit distribution yield a theoretical maximum lifetime, the GlobalNode algorithm performs favorably against the maximum lifetime. Under a random uniform energy and bit distribution which does not yield a theoretical maximum lifetime, GlobalNode performs as well or better than NN (on average, by 3%). Under a homogeneous energy distribution and random uniform bit distribution, GlobalNode lifetime averages 12% more than NN lifetime. Under a homogeneous energy distribution and a random, sparse, bit distribution, GlobalNode clearly out performs NN by an improved average lifetime of 38%.
Related Work
Giridhar & Kumar 5 describe an analytic solution for optimal bit transfer in a wireless sensor network conforming to a number of constraints. These researchers use a simplified view of a sensor network similar to a primary school number line. The collector, or network base station, rests at the origin and a sensor node exists at each positive integer. The sensor nodes are therefore equidistant from each other; the collector may be thought of as node 0, and each sensor assigned a number from 1, . . . , N where N is the number of nodes in the network (Fig. 1) . Each node i within the network is assigned a quantity of energy E i and a number of bits b i . Giridhar & Kumar's goal was to maximize the number of functional lifetimes a network could generate. A functional lifetime was defined as the maximum number of times the task of delivering all the data to the collector node can be repeated before some node runs out of energy.
Giridhar & Kumar pose their problem in terms of bits, but the problem statement is arguably more relevant if "bits" are equated to "MAC packets." In the world of wireless sensor networks, MAC layer packets are the indivisible pieces of information communicated from node to node.
Giridhar & Kumar found that the optimal analytical solution was very close to a simple nearest neighbor routing algorithm. The purpose of our study was to validate Giridhar & Kumar's results through simulation and investigate the extent to which nearest neighbor may be considered ideal outside of the energy and bit distribution space yielding the analytical solution.
Non-standard energy model
Standard transmission energy models 9, 7, 4, 13 are typically expressed as the energy for the transmission of 1 bit between two nodes u and v, E tx (u, v). The energy required for transmission between nodes u and v depends on the distance between the two nodes d (u, v) ; specifically some power of this distance, d (u, v) α , where α is the path loss exponent. The path loss exponent depends on the environment and many investigators treat it as bounded: α ≤ 2 or 2 ≤ α ≤ 4. Models may also include a constant energy term representing the overhead of driving the transmission circuitry, E t o .
Some investigators 1 include an amplifier coefficient γ, presumably > 0, and therefore an energy model
In order to determine an analytic solution, Giridhar & Kumar adopt a non-standard energy model. The energy required to transmit one bit is given by:
where E t o > 0 is some constant, α ≥ 2, and γ ≥ 0 is considered the the absorption coefficient.
Reception energy models are consistent in the literature: it requires a constant amount of energy to receive 1 bit, E r , regardless of the energy used for its transmission. Some researchers 10, 6 equate E r = E t o . Giridhar & Kumar require that E r is bounded for their analytical solution:
Where d is the uniform distance between nodes (we used d = 1).
Non-standard lifetime metric
The lifetime of a sensor network does not have a consistent definition within the literature, and many researchers have defined their own unique measures of network lifetime. The most straight forward approach to defining network lifetime is the time until any network node runs out of energy. This is described 8 as the N-of-N lifetime, L N , and a number of researchers 13, 6 use this metric. Another measure 8 is L K N which is how long at least K nodes still have energy,
. If a network can be divided up into sets of critical nodes V c and non-critical nodes
Lifetime extension 3 is a metric specific to protocols using some form of duty cycling for energy conservation. Let L K N be the K-of-N lifetime of a network with duty cycling disabled, and L ′K N be the K-of-N lifetime of the same network with duty cycling enabled. The lifetime extension is then
Partition lifetime is the time it takes to partition a sensor network into two non-communicating sets due to energy depletion at some intermediary link. This measure treats each bit of data as critical and therefore measures a minimal lifetime; additionally, it does not qualify the minimum partition size or the fraction of events that a partition cannot communicate to the base station.
All of these lifetime measures are pessimistic. For instance, many would allow the illtimed death of an edge node (not required to forward packets) in an event free location to define the network lifetime. Yet the death of this node will not alter data collected at the base station, its presence or absence does not alter the network's ability to fulfill its programming.
Non-pessimistic lifetime measures such as RLSN 12 measure the number of additional queries or events a network may detect. Finally, lifetime metrics which factor in quality-ofservice 2 have also been proposed.
The functional lifetime metric used by Giridhar & Kumar may be most applicable to "bursty" environments where each functional lifetime corresponds to a small number of events which generate a short-lived pulse of information sent to the network collector.
Methods
We developed a number of software components to study Giridhar & Kumar's results: scenario generators, a simple simulation engine, and specific node implementations. We choose to develop all of these components in Python 11 and leverage the language's rapid prototyping features. 
where E i is the energy assigned to node i; b i is the number of bits assigned to each node in one lifetime; and f i is the energy required to transmit one bit from node i to the collector.
Recall that the energy required to transmit one bit is given by Eq. (2.2); for all of our scenarios, we fixed the following values:
We equated the reception energy (Eq. 2.3) to the right hand side of the inequality. Our final energy model has a receiving cost of 0.5 energy units per bit and a transmission cost of approximately 20 energy units per hop. Given the constraints for networks with known optimal routing solutions and our energy model, we created scenario directories containing files describing the energy model and pseudo-random distributions of energy bits across a random number of nodes. The number of nodes in the scenario were drawn from U = U ni f orm (10, 200) , a random variable which includes the endpoints. We also defined another random variable, R = U ni f orm(0, 100), for use in determining the energy and bits allocated to each subsequent node. The energy for the i + 1 node was calculated as
which guaranteed a series of non-decreasing E i . a The minimum number of bits required at node i + 1 to maintain a non-decreasing series of
was then calculated as n i+1 . The number of bits assigned to node i + 1 was then
In this way, we generated 720 scenarios matching Giridhar & Kumar's analytic solution constraints; these are called the Analytic scenarios.
Random small and large energy scenarios
We also generated 5798 scenarios with between 10 and 200 nodes (again, drawn from U ), each with a bit allotment from R and a random amount of energy within E tx (1) · [1, 100]; this range includes enough energy to send from 1 to 100 bits one hop. These scenarios were called the Random Small Energy distributions. Likewise, we generated 5798 Random Large Energy distributions similar to the random small energy distributions described above, but with an energy drawn randomly from 1000E tx (1) · [1, 100]; this range includes enough energy to send from 1000 to 100,000 bits one hop.
The random small and large energy distributions were always checked against the Giridhar & Kumar constraints to make sure they did not fall into the distribution space where a known analytical solution existed. In practice, this happened less than 0.1% of the time. 
Simulation engine
The simulation engine developed is provided with the scenario information (energy model, number of nodes, energy distribution, bit distribution) and a factory function that returns a list of nodes properly initialized based on the scenario. The factory function is specific to the node implementation. For instance, our nearest neighbor implementation has a NearestNode.NodeFactory() function, and the nodes using the analytic solution of Giridhar & Kumar are produced by AnalyticNode.NodeFactory(). The simulation engine accepts the list of initialized node objects from the factory function and enters into its simulation loop (Fig. 2) . Note that the engine logic allows node i to use its energy delivering a bit to the collector (and thus benefiting the network) before node i + 1 forces i to expend energy by receiving a transmission from i + 1.
Careful Functional Lifetime Measurement
Care must be taken in measuring the functional lifetime of a network so that the predicted values by Giridhar & Kumar are properly determined. Literal interpretation of the functional lifetime definition cannot be trusted; if it was, our engine would terminate a simulation as soon as any node ran out of energy. This would artificially decrease the functional lifetime measured for a given scenario and node implementation.
For instance, it would cause the simulation engine to terminate a simulation when the This places the burden on each node implementation to always have a node transmit at least one bit if possible. In practice, this wasn't determined to be a design burden.
Recorded results
The simulation engine tracks bit transfer statistics for each scenario and node implementation. This information is recorded as the number of bits node i sent to any other node j = i, including the collector. This measure is global over the entire simulation, not for individual lifetimes within the simulation (the innermost while loop of the pseudo code above). The simulation engine writes these transmission statistics as well as the measured network lifetime to disk in the same directory as the scenario files are stored.
A small utility was used to traverse the scenario directories and collect results from multiple node implementations into a flat text database indexed by scenario id. These flat files are suitable for import into statistical packages for subsequent analysis.
Simulator validation
We validated our simulation software in two ways. First through handwritten unit tests, secondly by confirming that our implementation of Giridhar & Kumar's optimal solution faithfully reflected the predicted theoretical lifetime of the analytic scenarios.
Node implementations and analysis
We implemented a number of nodes during the course of this study. First we created AnalyticNodes that use the optimal solution provided by Giridhar & Kumar. Note that it is only appropriate to use analytic nodes in the analytic scenarios, since only these scenarios meet the constraints for the optimal solution. Second, we implemented NearestNodes which uses a simple nearest neighbor algorithm. These nodes may only send to their neighbor and cannot skip to two neighbors away when the closest neighbor dies.
We created a GlobalNode which uses global information to determine the bit transfer to perform. The global logic considers each potential bit transfer from one node to another node closer to the collector, and calculates the nearest neighbor lifetime of the network after that bit has been hypothetically sent. The bit transfer is selected that has the greatest nearest neighbor lifetime after the transmission. The global node implementation breaks ties by favoring the bit transfer off of the node closest to the collector. Note that the GlobalNode implementation reduces to nearest neighbor logic unless an opportunity exists to translate the bit and energy distribution into a scenario with a better nearest neighbor lifetime. In this way, the global logic is designed to never perform worse than nearest neighbor.
Intermediate results from the analytic scenarios and the random small and large scenarios showed a number of interesting results. First, within the analytic scenarios, the AnalyticNodes bit transmission patterns were nearly identical to nearest neighbor. Of the 723 scenarios generated, only 13 (1.8%) had bit transfer patterns different than nearest neighbor. Additionally, it was always the second node (two hops from the collector) that deviated from the nearest neighbor transmission pattern. The GlobalNode implementation closely matched the performance and bit transfer patterns of the AnalyticNodes. Finally, when comparing the lifetimes of the global nodes to the nearest neighbor implementation in the random energy and bits distribution, the %-lifetime increase of GlobalNodes when compared to NearestNodes was 2% for half the scenarios and more than 4% for one quarter of the scenarios. As expected, by virtue of the global node design, none of the GlobalNode scenarios fared worse than NearestNode.
It is important to interpret these results within the context of the energy: bit ratio prevalent in our scenarios. The average nearest neighbor lifetime for the small and large energy random distributions was 0.082 and 0.084 respectively -we purposefully generated scenarios with small energy: bit ratios to decrease the analysis time for over 10,000 scenarios. Modern sensor networks are deployed with many more expected lifetimes than than 0.08; we believe the results of this study will scale appropriately.
Next, we created a SkipperNode that would use only local information as opposed to the whole-network information that GlobalNode uses. A SkipperNode compares its energy level E i to the energy level of its downstream neighbor E i−1 , the action taken is dependent on the relative difference of energies:
for our analysis we used a value of S T = 0.052. Skipper and nearest neighbor turn out to be evenly matched protocols, in other words SkipperNode "looses" to NearestNode only half the time. This study benefited from skipper by comparing its bit traffic patterns when it lost and won to the bit traffic pattern of GlobalNode. The global node logic and the winning invocations of skipper beat nearest neighbor in two different ways. In over 10,000 scenarios, GlobalNode never skipped a neighbor in the farthest 94% of the network; all the GlobalNode activity was close to the collector. In large part this is because the global node implementation resolves ties closest to the collector. In comparison the skipper nodes were active across the node distribution; one difference between skipper's loosing and winning invocations was the total number of bits that skipped the nearest neighbor. Loosing instances of SkipperNode sent twice as many bits over nearest neighbors than the winning instances. Furthermore, we noticed a symmetry between this detail and the global node bit transfer patterns. In over 10,000 scenarios, GlobalNode never skipped more than 13 bits over nearest neighbors, the average being less than 5 bits (4.635). It seemed that to beat nearest neighbor, bit skipping should be focused near the collector and limited in number.
The final node implementation developed for this study was the BookendNode (Fig.  3) . As its name implies, it only skips nodes very near the collector or very far from the collector. Nodes within the first 6% of network length are allowed to skip a neighbor only once through the entire lifetime of the network. The decision to skip is the same relative energy threshold difference as used by SkipperNode. The farthest 6% of the nodes in a network may skip their neighbors as often as the relative energy threshold difference criteria is satisfied.
The average %-Lifetime improvement of BookendNodes compared to NearestNode is 0.3% and 0.2% for the random large and small energy scenarios respectively. 95% confidence intervals were (0.2%,0.4%) and (0.08%,0.3%) for these large and small energy scenarios. Combining the two scenario results, the BookendNode beat NearestNode 2: 1.
Conclusions
This study shows that although nearest neighbor may often be the optimal routing solution for certain energy and bit distributions (98.2% of the time within the analytic distributions); this is only true in a small portion of random distributions. Although the optimal nearest neighbor distributions may be more prevalent in deployments with constant energy than in random deployments (25.5% vs 0.1%), it still leaves 75% of the distribution space where nearest neighbor performance ties or mostly looses (1: 2) to other trivial routing patterns based on equivalent local information.
The GlobalNode implementation used knowledge of nearest neighbor performance to search for better routing decisions. It should be noted that this design inherently limited the performance of GlobalNode. Conceptually, global node found bit transfers that mapped one energy and bit distribution (Θ = {(E 1 , b 1 ), (E 2 , b 2 ), . . . , (E N , b N )}) to another (Θ ′ ). Its handicap is that it cannot evaluate the performance of Θ ′ with anything but its nearest neighbor yardstick. For instance, it is plausible that one of the GlobalNode instances from the 10,000 scenarios run for this study considered aΘ that met Giridhar & Kumar's constraints for an analytical scenario; but the benefit ofΘ would not have been detected because our GlobalNode is unaware of the Giridhar & Kumar solution. It is erroneous to conclude that the 3% lifetime improvement shown by GlobalNode in this study is a measurement of the potential improvement other protocols may achieve.
An interesting outcome of this study is the beneficial result of the minor deviation from nearest neighbor that GlobalNode imposed. The global node implementation on average choose to shuffle 5 bits differently within the first 5 nodes from the collector. This small change elicited a lifetime improvement of 0.4-4% for one half of the networks, and an improvement of 4-100% for one quarter of the networks. This algorithm uses global information, and it may be fortuitous that its effect is isolated close to the collector.
Consider a deployment with specialized nodes close to the collector that provide their energy and bit traffic statistics to the collector whenever they route packets. A software component on the collector could monitor the energy and bit traffic pattern of the nodes and broadcast improved routing patterns to the nodes when needed. The collector or base station typically has more power at its discretion as well more computational resources that may be required for searching other possible traffic patterns or learning the nuances of the best bit traffic patterns in its specific environment.
